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Before makeover and enhancements

MACLEAN MALAYSIA
BEFORE WEBSITE REVAMP

A provider of professional cleaning 
services with over 36 years of 
experience in the cleaning industry, 
Maclean came to Gapture® Malaysia 
for a revamp of their website.

Before the revamp, Maclean’s website 
had only a desktop version. Which 
means that the information was hard 
to read on a mobile device.

It would frustrate users as they had to 
pinch to zoom in to read the text or to 
click a link - which could result in users 
leaving the website.



MACLEAN MALAYSIA
GAPTURE® CONVERSIONSITE

Mobile-responsiveness is one 
of the main reasons companies 
upgrade or revamp their 
websites. More than 50% of 
online traffic comes from 
mobile devices since 2014.

After the revamp, the website 
loads faster, the text are more 
readable, the buttons and links 
are more visible and clickable. 
Users no longer need to pinch 
on their mobile devices before 
any actions.



GOOGLE INDEXING

Google Search Console is 
setup for higher ranking in 

Google search results.

SCALABLE & SECURED
INFRASTRUCTURE

Peace of mind for any scale
of sudden traffic surges.
ConversionSite is automatically
updated to latest version

SECURE HTTPS & SEO

Implement white-hat SEO 
and content architecture. 
Website runs on secure 

https:// connection.

PROPER TRACKING

Google Tag Manager and 
Universal Analytics integration 
for better tracking and 
data analysis

BEST PRACTICES:
Sitemap submission to Google Search Console, ALT text for images, automatic copyright year updater,

SEO friendly URL, URL redirections from old website, Favicon, etc.

MACLEAN MALAYSIA
GAPTURE® CONVERSIONSITE

Apart from mobile-responsiveness and fast loading time, Gapture® ConversionSite also features the following advantages:
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Monthly organic search traffic grew from 5 sessions per month
before the revamp to 843 sessions per month by December 2016.

MACLEAN MALAYSIA
ORGANIC SEARCH TRAFFIC



MACLEAN MALAYSIA
GOOGLE SEARCH RESULT RANKING

Maclean’s website is ranked 
number one on Google search 

results for industry keyword 
“professional cleaning 

services Malaysia” with only 
white-hat SEO.



Contact us to explore how you can enjoy similar breakthrough results.

hello@gapture.com
1-700-81-7236 (Malaysia)


